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It will be 5 months since my arrival in Tainan. Time passes too quickly. Though I have a lot of
experiences, I choose some topics in order to describe more detail for each experience in NUTN.
Firstly, my main purpose of this visit is to engage in research. I have learned fuzzy and ontology
to develop diet assessment system based on Japanese diet standard at the Ontology Applications &
Software Engineering (OASE) Lab. of Dept. of Computer Science and Information Engineering.
Meeting with Taiwanese dieticians was quite interesting since I knew how both countries had
different idea regarding diet standard. Writing paper with the lab members (Prof. Chang-Shing Lee,
Miss Mei-Hui Wang, and Mr. Shun-Teng Lan) was also good experience. We had a lot of meetings
and tried to understand each opinion and intention. This was really beneficial for me to enhance
communication skill. Moreover, I would like to thank the cooperative work for Japanese dietitian
and professor. Without their kind help, we could not submit the paper. Through this experience, I
learned the importance of human relations and connection.
Secondary, I look back on the three classes, that is, “High-Tech Purchase and Logistics
Management” by Prof. Ya-Di Lin, “Knowledge Management” by Prof. Fan-Chuan Tseng, and
Advanced Software Engineering by Prof. Chang-Shing Lee. In the classes, I had presentation as well
as other students. I was very glad since teachers and students gave me a warm welcome. I really
enjoyed class and got new knowledge in all classes. I also participated in Chinese language course
and language exchange partner club. Thanks to everyone’s kindly support, I learned Chinese
language regularly. To learn the local language was important to expand my point of view and
deepen the understanding to Taiwan. I am not sure that my Chinese language is improved enough,
but at least I feel it is interesting and had some similarities to Japanese one. For instance, I negotiate
with a seller to buy something cheaper by Chinese. Then my Chinese made sense and succeeded that.
This experience gave me more motivation to learn Chinese. In addition, this class was quite a good
place not only to learn language but also to meet other foreign students. We foreign students learn
together and could be good friend through the class and activity. I thought I will get many Taiwanese
friends in NUTN before coming. But I also made a lot of friends who are foreign students. To have
more memories and experiences, it was wonderful. We could exchange each culture and had many
conversations. The time was precious and enriched my life. Additionally, I was glad to share my
experience in Japan through “NUTN Holding Sharing Session by Inviting Japanese Exchange
Students”. I wish the relationship between NUTN and OPU will be stronger and closer, and NUTN
students will come to study at OPU in the future.
Thirdly, I appreciate people in NUTN, especially the members of the OASE Lab, Prof. Pau-Ju
Lee, and Miss Chia-En Tsai. All persons have supported and helped me since the beginning day.
Since I got good environment from NUTN, I did not have any crucial problem and could concentrate
on myself. School officers quickly and kindly handled the matter of my student card, study
application, dormitory arrangement, and so on. That is why my daily life was quite comfortable. In
addition, students I met always took care of me, for instance, helping translate Chinese to English,
having lunch together, inviting parties, and introducing many places in Taiwan. I think hospitality of
Taiwanese is great and I respect it. I got a lot of experiences not only study but also other things such
as cultural understandings, sightseeing, chatting, playing sports, and so on. All of the things is
unforgettable and remain my life forever.
Finally, I will come again NUTN and study there for more 3 months. I wish to further improve
my Chinese language and research, and acquire more friends, more knowledge, and more experience
to enrich my study in NUTN and the future. Thus, I will continue to study hard and take part in
activities more positively. I will greatly appreciate your further guidance and encouragement.
Thanks for all and I am looking forward to see you again.
Kanta Kurozumi Jan 28, 2013
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